
 1. The existing 163 stalls on both sides of Livermore Avenue will be lost: 63 on the eastside and about 100 on the westside.  In addition, the City’s parking requirements for new businesses should 
be met: 194 for the Eastside Hotel [from council agenda 1-29-18-staff report page 37-Table 2 “City Required Parking Rates and Demand/Supply”] and 24 for the new retail near Blacksmith Square on the 

westside, for a total of 218 stalls. The total new stalls needed to replace lost stalls and cover the city’s requirements for new facilities are 381. The City’s plan provides 201 stalls: 100 underneath the Hotel, 24 
surface spaces near the Hotel, 8 east of the Bankhead, 57 on an I Street surface lot, and 12 surface spaces on an east/west road on the westside of Livermore Avenue [Downtown Livermore Core Concept 

Illustration-March 14]. The gap between those needed and those provided in the high use Livermore Avenue area is about 180.
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IT’S NOT TOO LATE. ASK THE CITY COUNCIL  
TO GET THIS PLAN RIGHT! 

SIGN THE PETITION AT VIBRANTLIVERMORE.COM/PETITION

IT’S GOING 
TO MAKE 

OUR  
PARKING 

PROBLEMS 
WORSE.

NOT 
ENOUGH 
PARKING

We all know how tough it is to find parking in 
downtown Livermore. Unfortunately, the City’s 
downtown plan takes parking away from where it 
is needed most. We need the City Council to fix it. 

180 FEWER SPOTS WHERE WE NEED THEM MOST 
We need parking in our entertainment center that features 
Blacksmith Square, Bankhead Theater, Livermore Cinema and 
surrounding restaurants and bars.  But with the City’s plan, the 
public will find approximately 180 fewer stalls to meet the high 
parking demand in the areas near Livermore Avenue.1

LONGER WALKING, MORE INCONVENIENT PARKING   
The City’s plan will force residents accustomed to parking near 
Livermore Avenue to park on L Street, up to 3 blocks away from 
the entertainment hub. This will be particularly difficult for the 
elderly and those suffering physical impairments. 

LET’S GET IT DONE RIGHT  
The City Council’s downtown plan has some great elements, 
like Stockmen’s Park. But much of the plan is deeply flawed. In 
addition to parking issues, the Council has placed 3- and 4- story 
housing that dominates the City’s downtown plan instead of on 
the outskirts. And, they have lost the opportunity to build for 
Livermore the beautiful Central Park we deserve. 

The City Council’s Downtown Plan
Marchand, Woerner, Spedowfski and Carling voted YES.  

Coomber voted NO.

http://vibrantlivermore.com/petition/

